
A,genda Report 

TO: CITY COUNCIL DATE: September 25,2006 

THROUGH: PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 

FROM: CITY MANAGER 

SUBJECT: Area C Agreement for Automatic Exchange of Fire Services 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Authorize the City Manager to approve and sign a Agreement for Automatic Exchange of 
Fire Services with Area C cities, which includes: Alhambra, Arcadia, Burbank, Glendale, 
Monrovia, Monterey Park, Pasadena, San Gabriel, San Marino, Sierra Madre and South 
Pasadena. 

SUMMARY: 

The purpose of this Agreement is to provide area-wide cooperation in the suppression of 
fires and protection of life and property within Area C by cooperative planning, training 
and related activities. 

BACKGROUND: 

Three years ago, Southern California experienced an unprecedented fire siege that 
devastated nearly a million acres, destroyed thousands of structures and took human 
lives. It was a grave reminder that no municipality has sufficient resources to handle all 
types and severities of major emergencies on its own. Fortunately, systems are in place 
at the state, region, county and local levels to provide assistance in the form of equipment 
and trained personnel when such major disasters occur. 

Area C covers approximately 126 square miles of Los Angeles County and includes the 
cities of Alhambra, Arcadia, Burbank, Glendale, Monrovia, Monterey Park, Pasadena, 
San Gabriel, San Marino, Sierra Madre and South Pasadena. It should be noted that 
although Sierra Madre is included in Area C and signatory to this agreement, their fire 
department is excluded from automatic aid under this agreement due to their volunteer 
status and inability to staff fire companies on a 2417 basis. 
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There is a tremendous variability of fire department resources available to cities in 
general; therefore it is prudent that neighboring jurisdictions work closely together and 
rely on each other's resources in mitigating large scale emergency events. Reciprocal 
assistance provided between jurisdictions is often negotiated and formalized as mutual 
aid or automatic aid agreements. 

Mutual aid refers to assistance that may be requested after local resources have 
exceeded their capacity. It can include such personnel, equipment, material and 
supplies as are customarily used within the sending party's jurisdiction. In contrast, 
automatic aid requires no formal request for deployment. It usually involves certain 
units or types of units within a specified area or district; the appropriate units are 
automatically dispatched to an incident under circumstances detailed in the agreement. 
The attached agreement is for automatic aid for response to fire emergencies and does 
not include medical responses. 

Both types of agreements generally stipulate that none of the participating fire agencies, 
in rendering aid to another jurisdiction, will be obligated to reduce their own resources to 
the extent that a situation is created that might be detrimental to its citizens. 

FISCAL IMPACT: 

There is no fiscal impact associated with signing the Agreement for Automatic 
Exchange of Fire Services with the Area C cities. The services provided by each party 
pursuant to this Agreement are based on reciprocity and provided at no cost to any 
other party. In the event a state or federal emergency is declared, this Agreement does 
not constitute a waiver of the rights of the respective parties to claim state and/or federal 
reimbursement. 

Respectfully 

~ Y N T H I A ~ .  KURTZ 
City Manager 

Prepared - by: %. 

/ 

~>lvin E. Wells 
Fire Bureau Chief 

Approved by: 

Fire Chief 






















